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Topic:  

The evolving role of Internal Audit in light of emerging Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies that can 

automate internal controls and other audit functions 

Description: A few years ago, most of the buzz around Artificial Intelligence (AI) replacing human 

functions was just hype. Back then AI was a very complicated, expensive concept that was reserved 

for only a few use-cases in only a few organisations that could afford it. A lot has changed since then. 

Recent developments in AI and automation technology means that capabilities such as Document 

Understanding (DU), Internal Control Automation (ICA) and Computer Assisted Testing (CAT) can be 

implemented on any accounting or ERP system very cost effectively and quickly; and it can even 

understand source documents that are in a semi-structured format (hand-written or variable layout). 

This democratization of AI has yielded many organisations (large and small) opting to automate many 

aspects of their finance functions including internal controls (automation). The result is that every 

single transaction that goes through the organisation is guaranteed to be tested against all the internal 

controls, rather than hoping that the humans performing the specific function are applying the correct 

internal controls to the correct transactions. All whilst dramatically reducing the effort on humans to 

perform these functions. 

This has shifted the effort and onus away from humans as first line of defence…over to AI. The next 

evolutionary step in this field, will be a redefinition of the role that the Internal Audit function plays 

going forward. 

In this talk we will look at how we got here and how Internal Auditors can future proof their skills and 

approach to this imminent future. 



 
 
Bio: 

Fanie is a curious technopreneer and 4IR evangelist. With an MSc in Engineering and experience in 

Corporate Finance, Fanie is interested in what the future holds for Finance Professionals. Currently, 

Fanie holds the position of COO at FIRtech (Fourth Industrial Revolution Technologies 

www.firtech.co.za) and is involved in shaping the future workplace of Finance Professionals through 

the work that him and his team at FIRtech perform using AI, RPA and other 4IR technologies. 
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